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THEN WHY HOT
A TOKEN OF
W OMENS’ CONTROL?
J N its comments on the threatened
closure* of railway workshops,
the caus^of the strike on Wednes
day which will have taken place
when this issue of F r e e d o m reaches
its readers, The Observer asks
“what would we think of a private’
firm which acted in this way?”
While the question was not so
rhetorical as it was probably intend
ed to be, for after all large scale
sackings have been all too common
recently in the motor, aircraft and
rocket industries, it spotlights one of
the chief features of the traditional
socialist programme for industry,
and exposes the way in which it has
failed the workers, and their organ
ised unions for whom the Labour
Party and nationalisation had been
tradionally the instruments for
transforming the national economy
from capitalism to socialism.

It is true that the present crisis is take place gradually, this agreement
being fought out under a Tory has been torn up unilaterally.
This has all taken $ace, not in a
government,- and one which must
feel so firmly entrenched in its posi factory owned by vicious old style
tion that it can appoint I.C.I. capitalists, but” in a nationalised
directors to be head of the railways industry. The very fact that it is
at fantastic salaries and that the nationalised has meant that the road
machinery of consultation which transport and airline interests have
had been built up under former found it so much easier to apply
regimes has been cast aside by die pressure against rail transport.
group in control at present. The
In this situation, faced with the
point is that these things have been disruption of communities based on
possible. The value of the consul the railway, laving/ off of old
tation machinery is shown for what workers, and the withdrawal of train
it is worth by the very fact that it services from parts of the country
can be swept aside at a moment's which will then become inaccssiblc.
notice bv a ruthless government. the railwaymcn have fallen back on
The Importance of the unions voice the traditional weapon of the work
in policy is demonstrated by the fact ers, withdrawal of labour, although
that although they agreed to a only for a token day |
modernisation programme in 1959,
The present situation illustrates
in return for guarantees that any
vividly the difference between state
running down of the railways would
control, and* what one can call
4<social control", the idea of running

M rs. Helen A llegran^a, of the Com
mittee of 100; discharged from Holloway
after a 12-roonth seote/ce said it wa$ a
‘medieval monsirotity^.ijifee were lice
-•

*T*HE attempt by the Prime Minister of
Southern Rhodesia to ban the
Zimbabwe African People's Union, the
main African nationalist movement in
Southern Rhodesia, is bound to fail.
These futile attempts by the white
settlers to suppress the desire for poli
tical independence have the twin effects
of increasing the militancy jand deter
mination of the Africans.
Naturally ZAPU has gone under
ground, the fiction that an illegal organi
sation ceases to exist being demonstrated
yet again. Among those arrested or
restricted are two University ^lecturers
at the University of Rhodesia and
Nyasaland, Dr. Terence Ranger and
Mr. John Reed—both, if I remember
correctly, editors of a magazine entitled
“Dissent”' which used to appear in
Rhodesia, a serious radical outlet of
high repute. Mr. Joshua Nkomo, leader
of ZAPU, happened to be in Northern
"Rhodesia when the ban on the' party
was issued and he has now reached
Tanganyika. It. is reported that he in
tends to, come to London, but Nkomo
has been severely criticised for not re
to n in g to Southern Rhodesia where lie
faces restriction or arrest. . Yet it would
seem that he can plead his cause far
-better in this way than from a prison
ceil.
Sir Edgar Whiehead, Southern Rho
desia’s prime minister—apparently a
half-blind, half-deaf man—has called up
territorials and reservists in Southern
Rhodesia and the Country is becoming
A pofice '^ t e ^ i n
to what Whitehead describes as “a terrorist organi
sation-typical of the worst days of
FasdsnL” According to a White Paper
issued b y ’^ ite h e a d ’s .G qv^nm ent there
have been- ninety 'terrorist acts In the
territory this year—She link between
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ZAPU and these acts is asserted but is
unsubstantiated. ZAPU has denied re
sponsibility. It seems that the ban has
not stopped such activity, the “Daily
Mail" (22/9/62) reporter writes that:
“Twenty soldiers of the Rhodesian
Special’ Air Service parachuted into
mountains near the Mozambique border
today to hunt for the African terrorists
who’ have set fire to vast areas of the
British South Africa Company's ^pine
forest estates.”
Other reports^ of
sabotage and terrorism continue to
appear.
Nkomo has asked the British Govern
ment to send troops to take over South
ern Rhodesia, yet one feels his request
is unlikely to meet with action, since
those forces at work intent on pre
serving the status quo in Southern Rho
desia a re . n o t' altogether out of tune
with powerful sections of pressure in
this country. Indeed, a recent loan of
£3£ million by the British Government
to Sir Edgar, which he described quite
legitimately as “an expression of com
plete confidence in my Government and
its policies” underlines the close re
lations between Salisbury (S. Rhodesia)
and pow er here. As the ‘New States
man" (28/9/62) pu tit: “The British
Government played an important role in
drafting the present undemocratic con
stitution -(of S. Rhodesia)”, thus to hope,
for it to send troops to end this self
same constitution is utopian.
The “Daily Telegraph” in an editorial
(2179/62) entitled “Stamping on ZAPU”
claims that. “A violent terrorist organ
sation, Zambia, was banned in Northern
Rhodesia in 1959 and that ban has
remained., effective. Both parties existed
on . occult and artificial stim ulus/^ This
is,,o£ course, nonsense. Zambia is nowv
Kenneth K&unda!s: United National
Independence'Partyj with another name;
the
ban was ineffective.. The
stimulus of Zambia, U N IP and ZAPU
is ^ rta m ly .not artificial, it isYeiyreaJU
the blatant every’ day hypoacfey xof an
imposed Federation that preaches part
nership and pratices apartheid. Accord
ing to T . R. M. Creighton writing in
the ;*S^eciato”
“Z a p u ^ : a
profoundly supported popular move
ment, incorporating, expressing and
representing the African people/! • Perhap^ they are all staring at: tf e stars, and
.possibly . Nkbmo is touring the w orld.
Tor Spiritual advice^ but somehow I
think n o t ■
J.^y.
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rhaggots in her ToodT §be had one bar
of soap a month and sb£ bad contracted
athlete's foot from prison shoes. The
Home Office said it could not comment
on individual prisoners' statements. Cells,
they said, are normally kept clean of
any form a livestock. A plasterer of
no fixed address said at Essex Sessions,
“I have never been more comfortable
than while in prison/’ According to the
report of the Commissioner of Prisons
for 1961, seventeen prisoners committed
suicide. Seven murderers were executed
during the same period. In Winchester
prison last month, a -prisoner hanged
himself at the beginning; of a seven year
sentence for assault and grievous bodily
harm. Convicts in San Quentin struck
for one hour because the lettuce in their
lunch boxes was too "soggy. A birch
was specially flown from England to ad
minister twelve strokes to a 19-year-old
prisoner in Berth, Western Australia.
Prisoners at Wormwood Scrubbs won
thirteen first prizes, seven second prizes,
and one third at HamEuersmith Allot
ments and Gardens Association flower
and vegetable show. The R.C. Church
plans to build a nunnery for the Car
melite order on the site of Dachau. A
new detention centre has been opened
fOr girls between 14 and 21, it w ill
specialize in administering “short, sharp
shocks”____
N on e o f t h e 2,000 who illegally con
ducted a public assembly-outside the Air
Ministry in London were arrested. Three
newspaper sellers in the new under
ground subway into Speakers’ Comer,
Hyde Park (including two F reedom
sellers), had their names-taken for selling
within the park, which ' is illegal._ A
hot^dog seller was sentenced to -six
months for receiving hemp; he was con^ y e d -tp Wormwood
prison
w fe & a ' iri^safe ^ S / received that the
‘Heng>’ had-been found to :be grass-seed.
He /w as
/ ^ ^ Pakistani immi
grant learned that a man has been accu
sed Of. killing him in Lahore* J ‘A charred
body wah found in A .bumeck-but to ri
tod^:a^?p4jyear-old farmer - wasl accused
Of, the' murder o f a man who had; emi-;
grated to Britain. jDr. John Robinson,
the Bishop o f Woolwich attacked the
treatment- of homosexuals i s ^ “utterly
medieval”* He said. YODe man
is likely to be homosexual; tin s fe >not
ay condition, that can be chosen, f t ' is
due either-.to inborn factory .or to emo-v
tional cc&ffitiobs; during c]&dhood and
adolescence,” "He further said that, the
law making homosexiuflity a; crimfiial
off«K* uhas brought wiffi it a. train c£

one facet of the economy as a joint
venture by the people who work and
those who make use of it, those who
supply the workers with other
necessities and so on. The state can
decide from a central office in Lon
don that a certain branch line shall
be closed, a decision made purely
on economic considerations, and no
doubt the economics involved are
the economics of dividend repay
ments and taxation to keep the state
going and not only its useful func
tions. On the other hand whenever
it decides to close a branch line
there are protests from travellers,
local councils, local traders and the
railwaymen themselves, but these
are not effective in keeping the
service going. Centralisation is in
deed an efficient way of running an
industry.
In the face of this, what is the
point of a token strike. Is it as the
Guardian suggests, a token of futi
lity, which will alienate the support
of the public, and what is more
spoil the Labour Partys* chances by
causing its image to get mixed up
with industrial militancy? (For the

misery, blackmail, suicide, and police
methods which most citizens regard,
when they hear of them, as disgraceiNHABr*ANTS

of
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Munich allege that a young couple who
have a crippled thalidomide baby have
been punished in this way for not going
to church. Dr. Suzanne Lesueur-CapeUe
has appealed to the Vatican in its 21st
Ecumenical Council to re-consider its
attitude to family planning. She de
clares that the intention of birth control
methods allowed by the Church as the
same as those forbidden and that “God
will not be deceived”. . . .

Guardian, nothing is ever right or
wrong in itself, everything has to be
evaluated in terms of the image it
might give someone of something
else). Surely, the only people whose
support is worth having are those
who back up the workers when they
need i t not those who stop at words
and withdraw their support the
minute a sign of militancy appears
on the horizon.
In fact the only criticism that can
be made of the NUR's plans for
direct action are that they are not
challenging enough. A strike in
itself has the function of hitting the
boss in order to force him to give
way on a special point, and also that
of demonstrating to society that
everything in its economy depends
on the productive worker. Now if
the boss is planning to get rid of
certain groups of workers anyway, it
is not much use those workers going
on strike, and hence the importance
of national solidarity. However,
from an anarchist point of view it is
a pity the concept of the social strike
has not been developed for use in
Continued on page 4

bits the company from using application
forms for jobs which imply that certain
creeds and ancestry' are necessary for
employment ^ A penalty of *£100
rent housing to,anyone on grounds of
race or religion will be considered at
a public enquiry by Washington's three
municipal commissioners.
The Rev.
Martin Luther King was attacked by a
member of the US Nazi Party when he
spoke in Birmingham, Alabama and
mentioned that Sammy Davis, JDr. had
promised help. Dr. King would not
prefer an assault charge because of his
non-violent beliefs. Sir Oswald Mosley,
speaking at the University of Buffalo,
N.Y., refused to meet George Lincoln
Rockwell whom he described as “the
local lunatic”. The African Students’ As
sociation in India attacked the Indian’s
for “colour consciousness'*. They claim
they have no opportunity for contacts
with individual Indians, they are called
offensive names and stared at in the
street. A ball and banquet to welcome
the nuclear ship Savannah at Savannah,
Georgia was cancelled because o f the
possibility that whites would '.boycott a
desegregated function. The Nationalist
town council of Brits, ner Pretoria, in.
South Africa, has withdrawn permission
for the “Boerenasie”, a Fascist organiza
tion to hold an anti-Semitic and racialist
campaign at . the. Town Hall. James
Meredith is still, lat the time of writing,
refused permission to go to University
at Oxford (Mississippi). The. Junior
Chamber of Commerce at Richmond,
Virginia, will build a temporary “Berlin”
wall 2 ft wide and 4. ft. high topped by
barbed wire. They will distribute-. t&~
motorists pamphlets explaining American
freedoms contrasted wth Berlin restrict
tions. According to Billboard, salestided a t the Soviet War Memorial m
9 ^ # /B erIin are doing good business “a
b tirte z a ”, in their own Words>/iri anti-.
Communist charms _and curios, antiCommunist. j , slogan-buttons, whistles
blowing “irfuf ’ (German for a raspberry^
Jor^pbiox / c h ^ j^ and m ^n o j^ i/p s^ b ^ s-

A 23- year-old barman was fined £15 for
punching a police-constable in the eye
at Shepherd’s Bush, a 17-year old clerk
was sentenced to one month for punch
ing a police officer in the chest, a 30year-old stoker was fined £1 and ^£2
costs fear putting his fist through a glass
door-panel. For knocking down Fl&yd
Paterson in two minutes and-six seconds*
Sonny Liston (with previous conviction?)
earned £100,000. The victim -of the
assault earned <£4gl6 a settm d' fo r his
ordeal. Gross takings from the fracas
Were
700. of which the Federal
Revenue • ’ Bureau - hopes to collect
£X;406^00: in back taxes: British! farm
workers ~ac&~io get: a r i ^ -oL '^ h t r u 
lings'
week. Lucille Ball, a
diemas £s to get T ^ ,7 0 0 for apjpearing Nfexr .w eek at the local cinema there is"
Danny Kaye!s TV stow^ /Petrol !!aiZ/weefc^of horror. Mon^ty—“Tfie
tanker •_d riv e d 'after .' sporadic ^ifanOfces Screaming Skull” and “Cage o f Doom*;
an d / i/ I h e . Btain
seculed 'by/arbitratibn,' weekly
ing ^ u e s ^ y ^ / p t e / S ^ ^
creases ranging from 11s/ 1 0 d /^ O /lfe .jlatera^ W edn^day—-“The- Night of file
’■Jfjt beauty. queen - visiting a cosmetics, Blood Beast" and “The T enor Strikes” ;
factory at; Amersham, .aaadentally Tharsday-^“Peeping Tom” and “Voodoo
- jf£toy^-"I>amons of the
shattered A/icontainer : o f perfume Worth
C & O ^on her departure she WaS/-given i&vamp” and “Invasion df_the Hill Crea
a coffret o f' perfume worth £2£ "“just tures"; /Saturday—^Teenage Franken
to show there are no hard feelings”. > . .
stein" and “Blood is my Heritage”. .
.
in thevXJS was Home Sweet
T ae N ew :York Stale Qramissioh; o n
Human Rights has priSenext- tbe Arabian Home month. Bettor Breakfast month
A m erica t>tf C o m p a q to stc^ rbfhsing- and Better Steep month.
employ Jews.- The order afc^'prohi
J on Quixote.

F R E E D O M
which can be of great help in under
standing the mad-house of which we
are inmates.

War, Government and Snrvival
commonplace to say "namely, the subjective and the institu
methods of warfare tional aspects of war.
have created a situation in which "error
“By ‘subjective’ 1 mean the underlying
is irrevisible and irretrievable” (Mum- inner-processes which are so developed
ford). A recognition of this fact under in human beings that unresolved con
lies the various campaigns against flict becomes a basic pattern of character
nuclear weapons and the increasing sup structure. By ‘institutional’ I mean the
port they have gained in the last few conventional habits of inter-human rela
years have raised hopes in the minds tionships by which we express our pat
of many of their adherents that they tern of underlying drives.”
will succeed in preventing another world
The author devotes the rest of his
war. One wishes that these hopes were
destined to come true, for only the in brochure to developing his thesis regard
sane believe that universal annihilation ing these two aspects of war and to
suggestions as to how the drives towards
can be justified in meaningful terms.
destruction can be reversed.
For those whose thinking goes beyond
The part dealing with the subjective
the essential superficiality of marches,
banners and petitions, however, the aspects of war is based upon concepts
question arises as to whether those who that will be familiar to those who are
enjoy the annual pilgrimage between acquainted with psycho-analysis and its
Aldermaston and London are really on offsprings. Don Werkheiser sees in the
immaturity of rulers and ruled the
the right road to the abolition of war.
From the U.S.A. has come a well- psychological causes of war. In par
argued case that they are not. Entitled ticular, it is this immaturity of the in
"Is It Possible To Survive” * its author, dividual, this fixation at some pre-adult
Don Werkheiser, states " . . . all this (i.e. stage of development, that makes the
peace walks) appears pitifully inadequate masses depend upon the chief war
. . . what appears to me necessary is to making institution: government.
view war as a sort of social disease in
“That is to say, the same feelings of
the sense of it being an advanced stage fear, hope and dependency which we as
of social mal-functioning. Viewed thus, children felt about our parents, we now
the testing of nuclear weapons cannot transfer to some fictitious entity called
be adequately treated as a separate prob ‘government’. Then we are predisposed
lem. From this view, many persons to react to ‘government’ as if it were
most concerned about peace today are ' our childhood parents.
overlooking two fundamental issues:
“But since government is an abstrac
•Published by The School of Living, tion, an imaginary entity, we cannot
Lane’s End Homestead, Brookville, actually react to it because there is
Ohio, U.S.A. This is a decentralist nothing to which to react. However,
movement founded by Ralph Borsodi. there ate real human beings who do
It publishes a monthly journal called things in the name of government. If
"Balanced Living”, whose editor takes mere men take our money away from
a definite non-governmental position, us without our consent and spend it
and several of whose contributors are
without consulting us, we feel robbed.
of an anarchist tendency.—S.E.P.
But if they first perform certain rituals
by which they are vested with the
symbol of authority, we tend to react
to them as if the symbol and the human
substance were one.”
It is the immature who need leaders,who look tn nt
for their lives. And then leaders are
often psychopaths “dominated by sickANY book in print
minded values”.
Also out-of-print books searched for
“We can do something about our own
—and frequently found! This includes
paper-backs, children’s books and text
immaturities. But when we permit
books. (Please supply publisher’s name
other men to commit in our names in
if possible).
vasive acts of force and violence that
we could not bring ourselves to commit,
NEW BOOKS
we only convert our own personal diffiTravels with Charley
John Steinbeck 21/My Enemy’s Enemy Kingsley Amis 18/The Life and Ideas of Robert Owen
(ed.) A. L. /Morton 18/The Reivers
William Faulkner 18/- TN a grey evening of October in the
^ year 1913 a young Czech poet Hans
1916: Year of Decision
James Cameron 18/- Janowitz found himself wandering among
The Independent Progressive School
the noisy and light-hearted clamour of
H. A. T. Child 25/- a Hamburg fair. Janowitz was passing
Margin Released
J. B. Priestley 25/- the idle hour seeking a girl who had
The World in Winter
his eye and his quest took him
John Christopher 16/- caught
into an ill-lit park. While there he
On the Prevention of War
John Strachey 40/- watched another young man wandering
The Man on Horseback S. E. Finer 27/6 among the dark bushes seeking the
author of a young girl’s laugh. After
a while the young man left and Jano
REPRINTS AND. CHEAP EDITIONS
History
(ed.) Six Julian Huxley 50/- witz witnessed a man of middle-class
The Tourist Guide Jaroslav Hasek 5/- appearance enter the dark bushes seek
50 poems
e. e. cummings 8/6 ing the laughing girl. The following
The Aims of Education
day the papers screamed in black head
A. N. Whitehead 9/6 lines that the murdered body of a girl
Pierre and Jean Guy de Maupassant 3/6 had been found in that same park and
Hitler: a Study in Tyranny
Allan Bujlock 10/6 Janowitz felt that he must now follow
this matter to its end by attending the
Our Man in Havana
Graham Greene 3/6 victim’s funeral.
As he stood among the spectators and
Rhinoceros and Other Plays
Eugene Ionesco 4/- the small band of mourners he found
The Great Tradition F. R. Leavis 9/6 his eyes held by another in the crowd.
Vanished Supremacies
It was the same middle-class man he
Sir Lewis Namier 8/6 had seen roaming among the bushes in
The Eighteenth Century
9/6. search of the unknown laughing girl.
Background
BasilWilley
But the war washed over this solitary
Sweet Bird of Youth
and Other Plays Tennessee Williams 5/- death and the amateur bourgeois mur
derer and, Janowitz, who had served as
The Triple Thinkers
Edmund Wilson 61- an officer in an infantry regiment was
States and Morals: a Study in
now living in Berlin, a self-proclaimed
Political Conflicts
T. D. Weldon 7/6 pacifist who wedded that belief to an
Power without Glory Frank Hardy 25/- open hatred of all aspects of authority
Mountain Standard Time: Three
Novels
Paul Horgan 21/- and it was in Berlin that he met Carl
A Vision
W. B. Yeats 30/- Mayer. Mayer, the son of a wealthy
business man, came from the provincial
capital Graz but when Mayer was six
PERIODICALS
teen years of age his father collected
Screeches for Sounding, Vol. the first
(and the last) (ed.) Dave Cunliffe 2/- all the family's money and lost it all at
Monte Carlo playing an infallible gam
bling system, and soured the jest by
turning his four young sons out into
the street prior to committing suicide.
(Open 2 pan.—5.30 p.m. dally;
Mayer wandered through Austria with
10 BJn.—1 p.m. Thursday!;
his three young brothers hawking, sing
10 a.m.—5 p.m. Saturday!).
ing, acting and cafe sketching in an
17a MAXWELL ROAD
attempt to earn a living for them all. It
during the war that Mayer devel
FULHAM SW6 Tel: REN 3736 was
oped his lasting hatred for the military
psychiatrists for he had to attend rebecome
IT thathas modern
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culties into impersonal problems too
vast for any mere human to solve.”
Werkheiser next examines the institu
tional aspects of government. Much of
what he writes will be well-known to
anarchists, but, by illustrating his argu
ments with an analysis of the origins and
evolution of the U.S. government he
makes his critique of government from
a somewhat different angle to that to
which European anarchists are accus
tomed.
Accepting Franz Oppenheimer’s view
that “The State . . . is a social institution
forced by a victorious group of men
on a defeated group”, he strips away
the mythical trappings of a popular
origin that surround the foundation of
the federal government of the U.S.A.
and shows it to be no different in its
essentials from any other government.
“We find that the essential feature of
political superiors ruling political infer
iors was established in the very begin
ning and has only grown and expanded
with the passage of time.” Then fol
lows a closely reasoned exposure of such
beliefs regarding the American govern
ment as “the U.S. government is of, by
and for all the people”.
Another aspect of government he ex
amines is that of the granting of legal
privileges for the purpose of economic
exploitation. In this section of his
essay he largely, follows the economic
theory of those individualists grouped
around the American anarchist Benjamin
Tucker.
To conclude his case against govern
ment the author mounts a withering
attack upon the idea that the U.S. gov
ernment differs from most other govern
ments in not only having, a democratic!
constitution, but: also in starting as “a
mutual contract,’entered into by all'the
people, who rufle themselves through
hired agents”. %awing upon the ideas
of Lysander Spooler he has no difficulty
in demolishing_/ss|s3 error with a cold
'wtiy- r

a
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minded democrat who has the courage
to confront it writhe in shame at being
the dupe of such a naive legend.
The last part .of “Is It Possible To
Survive?” is the least satisfactory. Per
haps this is to jbe expected, since the
author now turns from criticism to
making positive, proposals. In other
words: How can “the trend toward

Don Werkheiser’s specifically econo
mic views are set out in another of his
works—a short pamphlet called “The
Role of Government in Fulfilling
Desires”*. This deals with the role
played by government in creating the
conditions for economic exploitation.

irretrievable disaster” be overcome?
As he sees it, millions of people will
have to be “psychologically re-educated”
in order to become mature and also to
realize the nature of the “organized
irresponsibility known as government”.
What is demanded is, in effect, the
greatest change is human attitudes and
practices that has ever been known and
this change must be accomplished in the
shortest possible space of time.
The question is, however, whether
those people whose immaturity creates
the need to be governed by an external
authority will be willing to undergo the
“psychological re-education” needed to
become self-governing individuals who
do not wish to aggress, or to support
aggression,, against others. To put it
another way, can one free those who do
not w&nt to be free? Indeed, can one
become a free, “self-actuating” indivi
dual by looking to an other? From this
angle, proposals for vast schemes of
psychological re-education appear to be
barking a t:the moon. At best, we can
not inculcate mature behaviour, we can
only hope to evoke it, and if - the im
maturity fixation is indissoluble we can
only shrug our shoulders and try to
avoid those who have it.
Don Werkheiser recognizes that these
problems exist and is no optimist in his
views. Nonetheless, if we are to sur
vive, he maintains, we must attempt the
seemingly impossible and transform our
coercive, self-aggravating system of war
and unfreedom into, a network of volun
tary associations. He concludes his
brochure by giving a list of proposed
voluntary associations ranging from
“nutritional co-operatives” to arbitra
tion associations. Not all of these asso
ciations are to my taste. In particular,' .
the “marriage bureau co-operative” . , .
“to assist, and to provide counselling
and preparation for marriage” conjures
up a vision of professional match
makers waving their degrees in psychia
try, or manipulating an electronic brain,
—A: —t h
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viduals whose qualities fit the appro
priate categories, but who awkwardly
refuse to like each other.
Disagreements apart, Don Werkheiser
has produced a stimulating analysis of
our condition. He would not pretend
to have covered every problem, nor to
have exhausted! the problems he does
deal with, but he has given us a work

The State “may be defined as an
organization of one class dominating
over the other classes” (Oppenheimer).
Accepting this definition Don Werkheiser
argues that the State cannot be used to end
economic exploitation—that it is, on the
contrary, the cause of exploitation. There
are, he says, two ways of fulfilling our
economic needs: the economic and the
political. “By the economic means every
one has an equal opportunity to fulfil
his desires; by the political means some
individuals seek to fulfil their desires by
imposing their wills upon others”, The
political means may be armed appro
priation of a product or a person; or
armed exclusion from “free access to
the use of natural powers”. “The major
armed exclusions are land monopoly,
credit monopoly and exchange mono
poly. The unearned income received by
armed privilege in land is called rent;
by armed privilege in credit is called
interest; and by armed privilege in
exchange is called profit”.
Because they all wished to use the
State in one form or another the author
rejects the programmes of Marx, Silvio
Gesell and Henry George. His own in
clinations are towards the mutualist
proposals of the Benjamin Tucker school
of anarchism.
There is much in this pamphlet that
Will be of interest to anarchists, but its
brevity and its exclusive concern with
economics make it rather fragmentary
and one-sided. Men have other desires
than economic ones and to make “econo
mic .man” the centre of our thinking and
action is no more satisfactory than to
make “religious man” or “psychological
man” the centre. The individual is not
reducible to a mere economic category
and any attempt to make him so can
easily threaten the extinction of - his
uniqueness, without which life becomes
a mechanical routine, pre-ordained and
empty.
1 do rufi wish lo suggelll1H mr Don
Werkheiser intends such a thing. It is
obvious from his other writings that he
is for the individual and against the
herd. But from this particular essay,
one can get the impression that he thinks
the solution to human problems lies in
the economic sphere alone.
S. E. P arker .

THE CABINET OF DR. CALIGARI
peated sessions: to check his mental
suitability to die for the Fatherland.
After the war these two men met and
from the exchange of these two exper
iences came the desire to create a film
that would combine the murder, the
hatred of the psychiatrists, and a mani
festo against authority. It was the work
of Paul Wegener a Mongolian-faced
Reinhardt actor who dictated the form
and style the film would take for Wege
ner, turned film director, had disturbed
the German cultural and political world
with his films “The student of Prague”
and “The Golem”, with its masochistic
probings into the gloomier recesses of
the Teutonic psychie and its horror yet
acceptance of abstract authority.
One night while wandering through
a fairground on Kantstrasse the two
friends came upon a side-show wherein
a strong man under hypnosis performed
miracles of strength while at the same
time uttering dark prophecies for the
cash customers, and that night Janowitz
and Mayer began to script the story of
Caligari. For six weeks they wrote until
all that was left for them to do was to
provide a name for their leading villain,
for it was he who was to contain all
Mayer’s hatred for the uniformed war
time psychiatrists; but it was Janowitz
who found the answer by taking the
name of an officer that Stendhal records
meeting in Milan in the “Unknown let
ters to Stendhal”. The story was now
finished. Here was Dr. Caligari training
around the fairs with his somnambulist
Cesare, the stupid and arrogant petty
official, occupationally ill-mannered to
Caligari one day, and murdered the fol
lowing day; the young man murdered in
answer to his question to Cesare of how
long he had to live with the answer
“VTnlil
/lanmii. ' the
,
imuinn
nn fCaligari,
’nlicari
‘Until dawn”;
spying on
and his death by exhaustion following

the chase across the expressionist roof
tops; the dummy in Cesare’s coffin; the
flight of Caligari to the Shelter of a
lunatic asylum and the final expose that
the director of the lunatic asylum and
Caligari’s exit in a strait jacket with all
the thespian stops full out.
The authors have argued that Caligari
is meant to symbolize those obsessed
with the desire for authority and willing
to violate all human decencies to attain
and keep it while Cesare the somnam
bulist is the ordinary individual drilled
to kill and to die without reason and
without explanation while the over
powering of Caligari and his frenetic
removal in a strait jacket is given as
reason overcoming insane authority.
Eric Pommer of DeclaBioscop assigned
Fritz Lang to direct the film but unfor
tunately Dr. Robert Wiene was finally
given the stint. Wiene was not too
happy about this, for his own father
was insane and he talked Lang into
changing the original story by adding an
introduction to the film wherein the hero
and heroine meet as inmates in a lunatic
asylum. As a final insult Wiene added
an appendix, wherein the hero wan
ders among his 1fellow lunatics, Cesare
is now one of them, when he meets the
director of the asylum. After a scream
ing session in which the hero is now
carried off, the benevolent Dr. Caligari
obliquely informs the German audience
that the screaming hero is really the
madman and that he, Caligari, under
standing his obsession will now be able
to cure him. Janowitz and Mayer
rightly roared their rage at this perver
sion of their polemic against authority
but to no avail for Wiene, by his simple
addition of “before and after”, had con
victed the hero as a madman, glorified
authority and publicly ridiculed those
the kidnapping of the heroine by Cesare

who would seek to challenge it, so that
this film that was to be a negative pro
test against authority, became the glori
fication of all political, military and
medical father figures. The Americans
in 1962 now offer their harmless and
bowdlerised version and there is little
that one can say about it. Caiigari is
scripted as the All-American psychia■trist, a cross between the God of the
New' Testament and a TV master of
ceremonies, while Glynis Johns in an
ensemble of erotic Little girly dresses
screams prettily in and out of the bath
room and up and down the stairs while
the nose-clean lunatics make with the
funny' lines. For a brief moment Roger
Kay who produced and directed this
cliff-hanger has thrown in an original
Berlin Sturm background of sketched-in
fragmented doorways but it is too brief
to be of any consequence. The walled
womb of dirty crystals that housed the
original film has gone with the crazy
chimneys and the Germanic shadows
and we are left with an American film
that can be accepted and forgotten as
a conveyor belt production off the cheer
ful thriller assembly-line but bears
absolutely no relationship, other than
the title, to Janowitz and Mayer's origi
nal. But should the purist wish to point
the quivering finger of admonition at
at Hollywoid’s cultural bastardization of
the classics let them first point to the
graves of Lang and Wiene and remem
ber that the tragic figure of this film was
Carl Mayer who became an aimless
vagabond rejected by an industry that
had become too mechanical for his tal
ents. This little man who once wan
dered through London’s Soho died of
cancer in 1944, having lived out the
tragedies of his one major film then to
die rejected1and forgotten.
A rthur M oyse .
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For Queen and Country P
T H O U G H a recwt editorial dealt two evils appears to be wanting to reach
AAI Lwith
the Comnf)|n Market issue a decision without seeming to be com
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RELIGION, MIRACLES AND
ANARCHISM
J L is not often that we discuss
Religion in the columns of F ree 
dom , partly because we feel that in
this country it does not possess the
legislative powers to impose its
dogmas, its prejudices or its faith on
those who do not recognise the ex
istence of a God with superhuman
power or the authority of a Church
which alleges that it speaks in His
name.
This does not mean that we think
religion, faith in the existence of a
personal God, of an inspired moral
ity and in an after-life of eternal
happineess (or eternal misery!) are,
in any case, to be praised or en
couraged; we feel that so long as
religion is a personal matter, which
no one has the power to thrust down
the unwilling throats of non-believ
ers, we have no reason to direct
our attention as anarchist propa
gandists to “expose” these beliefs
and this faith. Indeed anarchists
have always defended persecuted re
ligious minorities just as we defend
persecuted political or racial minor
ities: for the obvious reason that
we believe in the freedom of in
dividuals to hold whatever views
they like regardless of what the
majority believes. And we respect
and defend the freedom pf others
because we expect and demand that
others should respect ours.

jj

■

it cannot expect to enjoy immunity
from criticisf or even ridicule. To
suggest as many do there is some
thing sacrosanct about religious
ideas but that political views which
are based on thought, and obser
vation as well as being deeply held,
can be lambasted with impunity by
any Tom, Dick, or Seaton, shows
how unthinking and conditioned
most people are. The Church pre
sumes to know what is good for our
“souls” as the politician presumes
to know what is best for our
physical well-being. So long as
their presumption is limited to words
we can ignore them or challenge
them with words.
!*

'JW O readers this week take us to
task for having reprinted a news
item from the Guardian involving a
crippled man whose three children
and mother-inlaw died in a fire at
his home while he was in Lourdes
praying for a God-sent cure, to
which we gave the headline “Faith
Rewarded?”. It is significant that
both correspondents should imagine
that we printed the item, and gave
it -the headline we did, to “poke
fun”, and both thought the item was
irrelevant in an anarchist paper,
since it was intended as a serious
comment to a serious problem—that
is, faith in the supernatural, also
~'For itiese r e a s o n s , h e - 1 T)rawftrg‘'attehTioh "to those' moneyfended the right of Mr. Colin Jordan making rackets, such as Lourdes,
and his friends to hold and express which with the connivance of the
Nazi ideas and earn a living like Church exploit the gullibility of
anyone else without being discrimi millions of miserable people. Are
nated against. The fact that he not these matters an anarchist paper
only hold these ideas but publicly should ignore?
expresses them entitles us also to
We do not believe in the existence
combat them publicly on equal of God, nor in an after life, nor in
terms: i.e. free speech. We know the miracles of Fatima, nor the
that if Mr. Jordan’s views make their “visions” of the peasant-girl of
way the result will be among other Lourdes nor in the miraculous
things, denial of free speech to the powers of its springs, (And we
anarchists. But can one prevent such don’t believe in them because in our
a situation by supporting measures opinion no convincing evidence has
which would gag the Nazis now, ever been produced).
without defeating our own ends?
The fact that millions of people
Obviously the only weapon we
possess to prevent the growth of, have faith in all these is no reason
what we consider to be, anti-social, for suppressing the view that religion
authoritarian or obscurantist ideas is is another form of brainwashing and
an intensification of our propaganda as such, not in Man’s “best inter
for social, libertarian and outward ests” !
looking ideas. People tend to as
Lourdes is one of the most pub
sume that in the contest between
social and anti-social ideas the latter licised places in the world, and its
invariably prevail; a view influenced attraction is the “miraculous pow
by the Church’s emphasis on the ers” of its springs. The Catholic
“wickedness” of Man (which has Church, in which the crippled man,
more to do with self-justification to whom our correspondents refer,
presumably has unbounded faith,
than facts).
has the most highly organised pro
If the contest were between ideas paganda machine in the world. Why
alone, we have no doubt that the is it considered by so many to be
“good” ideas would prevail; but bad taste to expose the phoney
there can be no dialogue between claims of Lourdes and the mumboauthoritarian and libertarian ideas, jumbo of Rome, but in the interests
because at a certain stage the former of truth to expose the phoney claims
must, by definition, be implemented of Moscow Communism and of
by force using the machinery of Western Democracy?
government either legally (the vote)
We know there is a lot of brain
or illegally (the coup d’etat).
washing in Moscow and New York.
The political, religious or other But what can any reasonable person
views of our fellow beings are, so say of the Faithful Mr. Budd, whose
far as we are concerned, their faith in Lourdes resulted in no
business. It is only when they com miracle, whose two children were
bine to impose their views on others burned to death while he was pray
either by monopolising the means of ing for a miracle and who then,
life or penalising socially and econ according to the Daily Express
omically those who refuse to pay (8/9/62), is reported as having said,
lip service to them, that we believe on his return to England: “My faith
it our duty, as well as our right as in life has now been renewed"? The
thinking human beings, to defend statement can be taken two ways.
ourselves with every weapon at our One hopes that what he meant was
disposal, by force as well as with that he had lost faith in God and
arguments.
Lourdes! Our reporting of the in
Organised religion seeks to con cident was an expression of our lack
vert mankind to its idea; as such of faith in miracles.

______

______

from the point of vieagof the anarchist
proparandist (. . . we Must cat not only
on the clay before the revolution but on
the day after . • •)> a subject of such
magnitude in our lives'eeems to deserve
a further examination based less on an
approaching anarchist society as on the
prospects for the ne$ ten or twenty
years. This calls for the kind of assess
ment that anarchists are frequently re
luctant to indulge in because it means
abandoning the strictlffl theoretical and/
or ideological approach, to contemporary
issues and declaring themselves for or
against topical questions that are essen
tially bourgeois, capitalistic or even, as
with the Common Market, nationalistic.
The invidious situation of apparently
having to choose between I.C.I. and I.G.
Farben, between Lola Chandos and
Signor Mattei, betwee® Imperial Prefer
ence and its European equivalent, is one
that rightly embarrasses any intellect
that regards such institutions as the
running sores of a sick society; and the
F reedom editorial clearly showed this.
Like. Mr. Gaitskell, however, though un
fortunately not with elections in mind,
the anarchist as well as the socialist
has to come off the fence, and in hazard
ing to state its case on the matter the
editorial was preparefllto concede this.
Since we are living and working in a
bourgeois capitalist society, it was in
ferred, and we are contributing to that
society; reluctantly or. otherwise we are
in it and of it, and will be affected by
its evolution and transformation. We
have even to face thefcfact that on the
issue of the CommoflMarket ‘we’ are
British, that it is Hite, future of ‘our’
acriculture and industry on which we
must decide, that we must consider
whether to subordinate ‘our’ national
sovereignty to ‘theirs’. B
If the Editorial shd® little enthusiasm
for such a task, and in fact by refusing
to see it as necessarilv. a choice between

mitted, we must feel sympathy. But
in ultimately rejecting the present pro
posals for a united Europe .( , , . we
oppose the Common Market . . . ) it
consciously commits itself to taking
sides. A negative ‘no-change’ attitude,
whether one likes it or not, is a positive
declaration of Britain First and a pro
clamation that we want to keep to our
selves rather than merge with others.
This might seem a sweeping interpreta
tion of the point of view put forward,
but how else can one read, for example,
this quotation:
‘ . . . however prosperous we may
be in the Common Market producing
Refrigerators for Europe, in a social
crisis (presumably the Dawn of the
Revolution!) we would need food and
not refrigerators to keep alive.’
The main objections put forward can
be summarised as follows:
That anything that tends to concen
trate wealth and power is to be con
demned, and that such monopolies will
make it more difficult to create a decen
tralised economy in the hands of the
workers.
That this tendency is worse within
the Common Market than in Britain.
Thirdly, that there will be a general
readjustment of industry and agriculture
and this will be to the detriment of
British agriculture and the prospects of
a future revolution in this country,
when it will be necessary for us to
feed ourselves.
That although the Treaty of Rome
aims at the unification of Europe, it is
an illusion so long as the economy
is based on capitalism. Unity imposed
from above is a step in the wrong
direction.
That propaganda might well delude
the ‘masses’ into believing that the Com
mon Market is a revolution by legislation.

Common Market is a ‘revolution by
legislation’, depends on whether one is
in the habit of applying the word “revo
lution’ to the most minimal phases of
evolution. The reality is that the
‘masses’ are unlikely to care either way
so long as their society is producing the
goods.

The Advantages
By a slight omission the Editorial
failed to mention any of the advantages
of joining the Market. Many of these,
one must admit, are highly individual
and depend on one’s personal estimate
of priorities. But since, in the first
instance, the Common Market is mainly
an economic union, one might begin
with this aspect.
Keeping strictly to a comparison of
two capitalist societies—not an easy
task, as was stated earlier, for an anar
chist—-what would then be the advan
tages of Britain joining? The imme
diate one, despite Mr. Gaitskell’s 56-50
estimate of prospects, would be the
maintenance of our present standard of
living. The economic readjustments
that would follow would take about ten
years to complete, and at the end of
this period, unless there is war (equally
possible if Britain stays out!), it is cer
tain that we shall have contributed to
wards ending the worst extremes of
poverty in Europe and stabilising living
standards for the ‘masses’ at a comfort
able level. If British agriculture suffers
a loss, for example, it will be the Italian
peasant’s gain. If ‘our’ workers become
redundant (and British Railways, the
coal mines and the cotton industry, are
showing it’s happening, anyway), there
will be an interchange with European
industries. This may sound, on the
face of it; Like transferring legions of
slave labour. But in fact this is the case
in Britain now as people drift from the
land to the cities, from North to South,
from Ireland tq England.

Monopolistic B ritain
In considering the Ifirst of these one
Could hardly be blamed for assuming
that' such monopolistic conditions did
not /prevail in Britain, and that there
was/ no great concentration of wealth
or {lower. Implicit, too, in this objec
tion is the suggestion that it is not im
possible to imagine ' in the forseeable
futufe a decentralised economy in the
hands of British workers. Is this realis
tic? Is it even an honest presentation
of the facts? The Britain we know is
far from an innocent craft-and-guild
economy; the Britain we don’t know,
that stays out of sight, would show us
to be the most monopolistic country in
Europe. ' One has only to think of the
property companies and the retail trade,
from bread to circuses, and to reflect
that only in Britain is. every High Street
lined with Boots, Burtons, Marks and
Woolies, Lyons and .Odeons, to realise
all this. By contrast, multiples and
chain enterprises have only recently
come to Germany, Italy and France,
the giant property companies are only
now being formed. Industrially, I.C.I.,
A.E.I., Tate & Lyle, Rank Flour, Imper
ial Tobacco and others, can dictate the
conditions in their particular industries
as state capitalist monopolies, not a
single West European country is as
advanced.
The fear that the Common Market
giants, by one arrangement or another,
Will tend to merge and create an abso
lute monopoly that would allow them
to dictate to the consumer, overlooks a
number of solid facts. Not least is
article 86 of the Treaty of Rome which
declares null and void any agreement
between enterprises . ■ . ‘and any con
certed practices which are likely to
affect trade between the Member States
and which have as their object . . . the
prevention, restriction or distortion of
competition within the Common Mar
ket.’ It is not possible, of course, to
rule out changes and secret bargaining,
but British monopolies can well match
them, as in the case, for example, of
British Oxygen with Its 95% share of
its vital industry.
Meanwhile, the consumer in a capital
ist society hus shown in his preference
for supermarkets, multiples and ‘popu
lar’ brands, that he does in fact get
better value than by shopping at the
corner store. France, which is only now
breaking down the stranglehold of the
small shopkeeper, Is providing the most

recent example of this.
On the evidence, then, rather than on
sentiments, there is no reason for
imagining that a ‘decentralised economy
in the hands of the workers’ is more
likely in an independent Britain.
The third reason offered in opposing
the Market is based on the need to pro
tect British agriculture. Here no attempt
is made to conceal the preoccupation
with Britishness and the, inference that
we must consider ourselves a separate
and independent state. In the event of
a revolutionary situation arising it is
visualised that this could take place only
in Britain, and for this reason—since
a capitalist Europe would hardly help
us—we need to be able to feed our
selves. Such an insular conception of
an anarchist society must have provoked
gasps from continental comrades. Never
before could British agriculture, preserve
of gentleman farmers and landowners,
have been put forward as the hope of
the revolution! If anything could con
firm Europeans in their estimate of
British insularity it must be this instance
of anarchists wanting to preserve ‘our’
agriculture for ‘our’ revolution.
It is true that the Editorial does not
state its motives so explicitly. Nation
alism is put forward in the guise of a
plea for every country to produce as
much food as possible, irrespective of
the consequences, of the reality of capi
talism as it is today, of the stocks
already rotting in the storehoases of
the U.S.A., Canada and Australia. That
it should not be like this, starvation
amidst plenty, we are all in agreement.
But is it realistic to pose a present-day
problem then answer it with a solution
based on entirely hypothetical circum
stances?
When the editorial protests that a
unification of Europe is one imposed
from above, and is therefore a step in
the wrong direction, it is guilty of com
paring this with a non-existent anarchist
ideal. In fact, the choice is between a
very very faulty union which could con
found us by becoming more progressive,
or no union at all. And even F reedom
will admit that though European unity
(in its present form) was imposed from
above, the peoples of the Common Mar
ket (peasants and workers alike) are
almost wholly in favour of it.
The last reason for putting Britain
First, that the ‘masses’ might believe the

...
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It may besuggested from this that the
class lines will be strengthened and that
workers will lose their bargaining power
and many of their present social advan
tages. The pattern in the Common
Market so far, however, is showing that
newly prosperous workers and their
unions have achieved more bargaining
power, more political power and more
economic power relative to their em
ployers and their governments. It is
almost a truism that the higher the living
standards of a particular group or class,
the more indispensable (and therefore
more powerful) it is to the capitalist
society in which it functions. One may
object that the gains of the workers
will be fractional compared with those
of capitalists and their monopolies, but
this will be true only in the transitional
stage. The realisation by workers, capi
talists and governments, of living in a
society where consumer-power is re
vealed as a more potent factor than
vote-power is but one of the changes
that is leading to the complete transfor
mation of our capitalist societies.
The major change, however, that is
taking place is more far-reaching and
absolute than the trading effects of the
Common Market. It concerns the emerg
ing hegemony of technology, science and
the managerial class. The future pat
tern of capitalism, from the evidence of
today, will be in the hands of ‘experts’
rather than profit-obsessed competitors
and financiers, controlled by the mech
anisms of consumption, employment and
maintaining a certaain bourgeois equilibrum rather than being under the domi
nation of opportunistic political parties.
And this will apply to Britain in or out
of the Market.
It seems apparent, then, that in a
prosperous capitalist state the needs and
wants of its population will be calculated
with electronic efficiency irrespective of
elections and party platforms. The
goods will be produced and the mach
ines kept turning whether or not it is
to the immediate gain of individual
capitalists and their companies. This
pattern is already fairly advanced in
France. The ‘experts’ have taken over
from competing capitalists and rival poli:
tical parties. One may abhor the dicta
torial powers of de Gaulle but the evi
dence shows that Frenchmen, from being
the most politically-minded individuals
in Europe, have accepted this switch
from corrupt politicians to experts and
trained civil servants.

Continued on page 4
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Faith Rewarded?
D ear E ditor ,

I do object to your inclusion in
F reedom Sept. 15th of an excerpt from

The Guardian about Mr, Budd, with
your sneering little headline comment.
“Faith Rewarded T This seems to pre
sume that had he stayed at home his
wife and children would not have been
burned to death, whereas it is far more
likely that he would have died with
them, being a "stretcher case".
Anyway, I can’t see the point of this
excerpt and heading except to poke fun.
You're making capital out of a coinci
dence, and that a tragedy.
Yours,
Hailsham, Sept. 20.
Anne A lbon.
D ear E ditors,

It is not often we feel the need to
write to the Press—not even the anar
chist Press—and it is somewhat ironic
that our first letter to F reedom should
be critical.
We know this will hardly worry you
since you are very rightly concerned
with propagating anarchist ideas and not
attempting to please people. It is be
cause you do this and because we share
your anarchist views that we read F ree
dom . We find it refreshingly free from
the cant and stupidity of most of the
Leftist publications.
We were all the more horrified, there
fore, to see a three paragraph story
(from The Guardiani on your front
page this week which chronicled the sad
story,of a Cardiff cripple whose three
children and mother-in-law died in a
fire while he was at Lourdes praying
for a cure. The story is utterly irrele
vant to anarchism anyway but you saw
fit to add insult to injury by printing it
under the headline “Faith Rewarded?”.
We don’t know whether you thought
the correlation between headline and
story made for laughs (it did not) but it
was certainly thoughtless.
We think Lourdes is a hoax and a
pretty unpleasant one and would not
deny that mothers-in-law CAN be a
burden but feel that you should not
exercise your prejudices against both by
that type of reporting.
You do your own honest and unsenti
mental paper no damn good by this
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callous stupidity—or was it just thought
lessness? Please leave the “CleverClever" to the liberals. The libertarians
have got enough dead wood to dear
away without their newspaper dishing
the pop-press dirt.
C harles Radcliffe .
D iana Shelley.

London, Sept. 16.
(These letters are referred to in our
editorial columns.]

The Wage System
The Editors, F reedom .
S irs ,

As I have been away on holiday I
hope you will allow me to reply, even
at this late date, to Ken Weller’s letter
which appeared in F reedom on August
18.

I don’t think I’m misunderstanding
Solidarity if I say that life will go on
something like this in their ‘transitional
society’: Fred receives his wages in
money as usual on Thursday or Friday,
he returns home and works out hi*
■system of priorities' (or the coming
week; he sets so much aside for food,
so much for clothes, so much for enter
tainment and, presumably so much for
rent. The following morning his wife
goes out to buy next week’s provisions.
She thinks she would like some oranges.
Unfortunately she is not alone in this
desire but there are not enough oranges
on sale to satisfy everybody. Would
Mr, Weller like to tell us what happens?
Does the price rise in accordance with
the law of supply and demand? Or is
it to be ‘first there, first served’ endiog in
that ‘mad scramble' which he seeks to
avoid? While he’s at it, perhaps he’ll
also tell us how prices are to be deter
mined in the first place? A few weeks
ago Fred’s neighbour. George, thought
that a downpayment for a new TV
was high on his ’list of priorities'; now
he finds he has to spend so much a
week on hire purchase payments. Well,
why not when once the "genuine market
for consumer goods”, as the Meaning of
Socialism puts it, has been established?
This is what the continuance of the
wages system means whether everybody
is paid an equal wage or not. I chal
lenge Ken Weller to deny that money,
price, rent and interest must exist in
his ‘transitional society' together with
wages. And if this is so perhaps he
can tell us wherein this new society will

differ from the capitalistic system it is
supposed to replace?
While admitting that jt is not possible
to give everybody what he might want
tomorrow I fail to see how this forces
us to put up with the wage system in
the meantime. There are, after all, other
way of distribution apart from the buy
ing and selling which the wage system
implies. Society could, I suggest, pro
duce for use instead of for sale and
give the products to those who need
them without the intervention of money.
To devise a system of distribution based
on what there is to distribute is not
beyond the wit of man. Possibly some
form of rationing might be the answer.
This would be far simpler and infinitely
fairer than paying equal wages and
leaving ‘market forces' to do the rest
as Ken Weller appears to suggest.
Fraternally,
A. L. Buick.

Newbridge, Mon., Sept. 23

not filtered 'b a c k en ough

the

traditional field of direct action, and

Continued from page 3
This is not a picture that can afford
much compensation to anarchists but
compared with the present pattern of
national economies and national politics,
is it really so monstrous, so Orwellian?
If the Common Market extended the
economic pattern now being developed
in France in particular, though without
the nationalism that de Gaulle has in
jected into it, could it not be described
as ‘rational’ capitalism as distinct from
the ‘irrational’ capitalism to which we
are at present submitting?
At this point it is possible to claim
that politics as we have know them have
been submerged by economic realities;
the bickerings of Liberal, Labour and
Conservative, will have been silenced by
the machines getting on with the busi
ness of production freed from politics.
And here we come to the obvious advan
tages of joining the Six. A Europe with
out frontiers, despite all the talk of
capitalism making it a worthless illusion,
is an advance in the breaking down of
barriers that separate man from man.
A Europe without political parties and
served by non-national ‘experts’ planning
production and consumption is a step,
towards the end of governments. A
Europe freed of the insecurity of poverty
and unemployment, in terms of human
happiness and suffering, is a worthwhile
advance.
It may be argued that this kind of
prosperity will be of an inward-looking
nature and at the sacrifice of trade over
seas and the standards of, say, under
developed countries in Africa and Asia.
As the U.S.A. has shown, however, which
is economically at the stage where
Europe will be in ten-years’ time, and
of a similar self-sufficiency, the hunger
for trade and exports, the general dyna
mism of capitalism to seek its profits
anywhere, even in the guise of ’aid’ to
such under-developed countries, makes
it unlikely that Europe will be a kind
of walled fortress within which we
drunkenly gorge ourselves.
Finally, there is the argument that we
shall be joining an essentially Roman
Catholic community and we shall be
affected by its more rigid social and
spiritual conceptions. But this is to
overlook the fact that religion thrives

on ignorance and poverty, and man’s
essential loneliness and insecurity (the
Italian peasant is the best example); and
that the Vatican cannot increase its
power in an affluent and materialistic
society.
In this brief summary of possible
advantages one cannot offer them as
immediate encouragement to the anar
chist. But one can ask, as citizens and
wage-slaves of Britain NOW, whether
Europe offers more hope of a classless
society, freedom from politics, from
nationalism, from poverty, from the
insularity and snobbery that has rightly
been called the pox Britannica.
*

*

*

it is not only the advantages that
should encourage our joining Europe.
There are also positive disadvantages in
staying out. To do so would immediate
ly make Britain more reliant on the
U.S.A. This is one of the facts of
life. We are no longer independent
We cannot pay our way, we cannot feed
ourselves, we canpot protect ourselves
m time of war. The choice—to remain
realistically in the present—is simply the
U.S.A. or Europe. In the economic
sphere the arguments of our freedom of
action making it more possible to help
the under-developed countries of the
Commonwealth are simply not in line
with the facts. Britain lives by ex
porting manufactured products. With
Europe and the U.S.A. protected by
tariff barriers, the Commonwealth offers
no alternative market. As the Com
monwealth countries build up their own
industries, which they are doing and yet
which is one of the reasons put forward
for not abandoning them for Europe,
this particular market will be even
further reduced. At such a point it is

Don’t Forget the
Deficit Fund!
(Financial Statement
next week)

Red Lion Square, W.C.I., and the toU
lowing have kindly consented to speak
on the dates shown below: —
Friday, 12th October:
Mr. David Wills—One-time Warden
of Bodenham Manor.
Friday, 26th October:
Mr. Otto Shaw. J.P.—Headmaster of
Redhill .School, Maidstone.
Friday, 9th November:
Mr. A. S. Neill—Founder of Summerbill School.
The above lectures will commence at
approximately 7.30 pun., and visitors
will be most welcome.
Light Refreshments will be provided
free, but there will be an admission
charge of 2/6d. to cover expenses.

CORRECTION
Due to a typographical error (or my
typing) a sentence in my letter (F ree 
dom 22/9/62) reads: “But they have
continually and strongly insisted that
associations exist for the benefit of asso
ciations.” This should have read: "But
they have continually and strongly in
sisted that associations exist for the
benefit of the individuals who form
them, not the individuals for the benefit
of the associations.”
Bristol Sept. 25.
S. E. P a rker

transport system, for running it in
the interests of the people instead of
allowing it to be tossed backwards
and forwards on the winds of econ
omic change. Is it conceivable that
instead of or as well as the straight
the source to which they must return forward strike, the railway workers
to be invigorated with the strength could stage demonstrations, by, for
for social revolution, the workers’ instance running the railways with
industrial struggle.
out charging fares for certain
For better oriyorse, the railwaywhich would show people
men, and the miners, have got the periods,
a transport system could work,
state as their direct employer, and how
the economic challenge to the own freed from the system of bureaucing class needs enveloping into the cracy, profits and minority financial
social challenge f.o the controlling interests which operates today?
It is not for the anarchists to tell
class. In this the*railwaymen should
find support among all working the railwaymen what to do, it is for
Jp5Bpie-tor a pmfcy of '(to&TreWgi'ftf them to-show w what they can do.
the government on its control of the
P.H.

FOR QUEEN AND COUNTRY ?

The Summerhill Society have arranged
a series of four lectures at Conway Hall,

D ear C omrades ,

Why not a token of Workers’
Control P
Continued from page I
situations like this, to the extent to
which we would like. The last few
years have seen a heartening growth
particularly among young people, of
the ideas of direct action. These
have been practised first and fore
most by the Commitee of 100 and
its supporters in the Nuclear Dis
armament Movement, and also in
education and specific issues on
local levels. Unfortunately they have

Sum m erhill Society

possible to imagine that the once most
industrialised country in the world had
nothing to export but its labour. The
future could see British farmers being
employed by French peasants and British
bankers working as post office clerks in
Paris and Hamburg.
To return to the F reedom editorial,
one must quote the following:
Unity, whether in the group, the
nation or the world, depends first and
foremost on co-operation at all levels.
Co-operation is only possible between
equals; capitalism is the machinery of
privilege and inequality and it is for
the - health of capitalism that the
Common Market came into being.
The only ‘unity’ one can expect from
the Common Market is that of a huge
Monopoly which regulates every
moment in the lives of millions of
human beings.
But what can one expect from staying
out? Less capitalism? Less regulation?
Less monopoly?
As was illustrated earlier, when it
comes to monopolies Europe has much
to fear from us. Egon Ronay, discussings something as homely as ‘wallop’,
has written:
British brewers stand to gain more
from our entry than their competitors.
Their great capital strength worries
Common Market brewers consider
ably. Even on paper the capital value
of our brewing industry in £1,000 m.
Though the German brewers claim to
be worth about the same, this is
splintered into many thousands of
small breweries (1,600 in Bavaria
alone) whereas our superiority lies in
the hands of a few mammoth integ
rated groups incomparably better
geared for, and experienced in, pro
paganda campaigns.
The last word among anarchists may
well be with those comrades who lightly
put forward the hope that the complete
collapse of the British economy will give
rise to a revolutionary situation that
will create the dawn of an anarchist
society. They . are overlooking the
historical precedent, however, that the
decline of an imperial capitalist state
leads to Jarrow hunger marches, an
awful silence in the factories and the
workshops and, finally, the probability
of a Hitler-type dictatorship.
C.H.
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LONDON FEDERATION
OF ANARCHISTS
CENTRAL MEETIN6S
meetings to be held at
The Two Breweri,
40 Monmouth Street, WC2
(Leicester Square Tube)
Sundays at 7.30 pm.
OCT 7 Denis Bowen:
Freedom and Art
OCT 14 Philip Sansom:
Anarchism and Organisation

Hyde P a rk Meetings
Sundays at 4 p.m. onwards
(Anarchist time) (Weather permitting)

OFF-CENTRE
DISCUSSION MEETINGS
1st Thursday of each month at 8 p.m. at
Jack and Mary Stevenson’s, 6 Stainton
Road, Enfield, Middx.
1st Wednesday of each month at 8 pm.
at Colin Ward’s, 33 Ellerby Street,
Fulham. S.W/S.
2nd Wednesday of each month at 8 p.m.
at Morris Bradley’s, 15 Pyrland Road,
Newington Green, N.5,
3rd Wednesday of each month at 8 pm.
at Donald Rooum’s, 148a Fellows Road,
Swiss Cottage, N.W.3.
Last Wednesday of each month at 8 pm.
Tom Barnes’, Albion Cottage, Portia
Green, N.2. (3rd door past Tudor Hotel).
3rd Tuesday at Brian and Doris Lelie’s,
242 Amesbury Avenue, S.W.2 (Streatham
Hill, Nr. Station).
Notting Hill Anarchist Gioup (Dis
cussion Group)
Last Friday of the month, at Brian and
Margaret Hart’s, 57 Ladbroke Road,
(near Notting Hill Station), W.ll.
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Freedom
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FREEDOM is published 40 times
a year, on every Saturday except
the last in each month.
ANARCHY (1/8 or 25 cents post free),
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is published 12 times a year on the
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